All Ceramics SOFC Test Holder
(For 50 mm square cell )

This instruction manual contains all the information and note that is needed to handle and operate the All
Ceramics SOFC test Holder and furnace.
File to not lose this instruction manual for correct operation.
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Specifications
Dimensions

W90×D90×H65 mm

Weight

Approx. 2.2 kg

Resisting heat

Holder Max 900 °C / Metal joint Max 200 °C

Gas flow rate

Max 2 L/min

Process and V/A
connection
Thermocouple

Connection of
current relay
terminal

Collector mesh

Gas inlet/outlet pipe (1/4”)
Platinum wire for voltage (φ0.5)
Wire for current (φ1.5) (with exclusive connector)
R thermocouple (with exclusive connector)

Bare length: 10 mm
Strand wire 2.5 mm2 or smaller

50 mm cell: 40×40 mm(t = 0.6)

Heat/cool temp.
speed

4 °C / min. or lower

Location

Locate anode side up

Max. current

25 A

Installation

・Install the holder in the center of furnace.
・When testing, locate holder on the spacer.

１．Introduction
Thank you for purchasing our All Ceramics SOFC Holder with furnace.
This holder employs entirely ceramic structure to be free from metallic contamination.
Material of gas seal in the Holder is flexible ceramic which allows performance test without damage and
crash for cells.
To understand the product and prevent any trouble occurrence read this instruction manual before
operation.
This instruction manual describes notes when using, building and maintenance.

Caution
Make sure to maintain exhaust gas roots so as using flammability gas like H2.
There might be a danger of ignition or poisoning.
Purging by inert gas like N2 before and after the testing. There might be danger of ignition and
fire.
Do not close flammable substances to the furnace during operation of the furnace.
→There might be danger of fire. Take enough time to make the furnace cool down.

Precautions
Be careful handling the Holder, which is made of ceramics only.
Holder should be installed not to apply load to the exhausting tube as possible. Handling the
Holder, it allows only grasping the body not tubes.
→ It may cause damage to the Holder.
This Holder is not a structure of proof against pressure. Please keep the vent open (pressure to
be zero) when inject gas to the Holder due to burst and failure.
It not allows setting the values more over: heat up speed (max. 4 °C /min), gas flow (max. 2 L/min),
current (max. 25 A).
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２．Contents
Gas inlet & outlet

Gas diffusion plate

Holder - 2

Connection port
(Current, Voltage, TC)

Ceramics spring - 4
※Deflection 2.5 mm max

Anode gas seal for50 mm - 5

Gas seal
for gas diffusion plate - 4

Ceramics screw - 4

Cathode gas seal for 50 mm - 5

Torque driver - 1

Details
Gas diffusion plate - 1
Gas inlet & outlet - 2
Diffusion plate seal - 1、
Current wire - 1
Voltage wire- 1
TC - 1

Ceramics washer - 4

Anode current collector Ni

Rig for attach holder - 1

Trunk - 1
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Ceramics nut - 4

Cathode current collector Ag

Ceramics spacer - 1

３．How to build the Holder
The bellow describes how to build a holder.

① When you unpack, firstly make sure lead wires are
inserted in groove of diffusion plate. (Both side anode and
cathode)

② Place gas seal to the holder frame. It is recommended
that gas seal is fixed number of places with adhesive
(both side anode and cathode)

③ Place anode current collector to set on inside of gas seal.
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④ Put quick adhesive for temporary adhesion to the gas

seal of the anode side. Put to position cell and seal edge.

⑤ Place cell anode side fitly on the anode collector surface.

⑥ Place cathode current collector on the seal position
of cathode side holder.
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⑦ Stack anode side holder on the cathode side holder.

Attach holder

Ceramics screw
Ceramics washer

anode

Rig for attaching holder

cathode

Anode

Stack
Cathode

Rig
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Ceramics spring
Alumina holder
Gas seal for gas diffusion plate
Gas diffusion plate
Gas seal for frame of cell
Anode current collector
cell
Cathode current collector
Gas seal for frame of cell
Gas diffusion plate
Gas seal for gas diffusion plate
Alumina holder

⑧ Insert ceramic spring to the hole of anode side holder.

⑨ Put nut at the deeper hole of rear cathode side holder. Pass
the washer and volt through the nut from anode side.
* Apply grease to reduce breakage of ceramics screw.

⑩ Use torque driver in accessories to tighten to be applied evenly for four corners.
Recommend torque
・50 mm square cell
20 cN・m at ASC(Anode Supported Cell)
15 cN・m at ESC (Electrolyte Supported Cell)

Screw
Washer
Spring

Torque driver

Nut

⑪ Assembling is complete.
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４．Location in the furnace
The bellow describes how to locate holder in the furnace
① Open the furnace then locate the insulator block and the spacer located to center of furnace.

Holder

Block

Spacer

② Locate the holder on the spacer and set lower insulator while lift up tubes of holders.(When the holder
is located in the center of the furnace, about 80 mm from the insulator inside to the holder）

80 mm

③ Set upper insulator.
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④ Shut holes for tubes of holders with ceramics fiber.

After wiring and tube connecting, heat furnace in a speed within 4 °C /min.
* We recommend Ultra-Torr® vacuum fittings Sweadgelok © for connection of gas inlet and outlet (1/4”).

Fuel

Anode
Fuel

Air

Air

Cathode

Thermocouple
connector

+

V-

－

V+

Electronic load

* This electric furnace does not have a door safety switch.
* Do not touch the metal parts during operation of the electric furnace, as they become hot.
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５．How to change lead wire
Lead wires might have deteriorated after repeated testing.
Replace lead wire if deteriorated state be founded.

① As shown in picture right, start to handle from alumina
holder.

② Make current and voltage lead wire vertically against
diffusion plate surface and remove vertically pulling out
diffusion plate.

③ Remove gas seal as same way as ②.
Gas seal can be used again if not being crashed, but we recommend to change it same time when wires
are changed.
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The bellow describes the sealing structure of tube and wire in the gas inlet and outlet.

Current wire(φ1.5)

Seal by solder
Sealing terminal

Metal joint

Knurled nut
O-ring(P12)

Spacer

Insulator
Knurled nut
Gas inlet(1/4”)
O-ring(P10)

Alumina tube(φ10)
④ Loosen the knurled nut connected to alumina tube φ10, and then remove the conectors from almina
tube.
⑤ Anchor and little bend the top of lead wire with tweezers and pull out slowly from the Holder.
⑥ Both side inlet and outlet is necessary to be pulled out.
⑦ Remove current relay connector (one touch connector). See the bellow.
⑧ Loosen another knurled nut then pull out sealing terminal from conectors.
⑨ Melt solder of sealing terminal, pull out lead used wire slowly.
⑩ Cover by insulation tube not to conduct between connector and wires, let new wires into sealing terminal.
⑪ Solder new wires let into sealing terminal.
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６．Set gas diffusion plate for 50mm cell

① Adjust length of current wires about 30 mm and voltage
wires about 50 mm from alumina holder.
Voltage wire 50mm

Current wires 30mm

② Set gas seals for gas diffusion plate.

③ Let current wires and voltage wires into gas diffusion
plate for button cell refer to right picture.
Put quick adhesive for temporary adhesion to current
wires and voltage wires and fix wires to chase for gas
diffusion.

Pass of voltage wire

Let voltage wire through a back ditch of diffusion plate
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Contact
CHINO Corporation
URL: http://www.chino.co.jp
32-8, KUMANO-CHO, ITABASHI-KU, TOKYO 173-8632
PHONE: +81-3-3956-2171
FAX: +81-3-3956-0915
E-mail: inter@chino.co.jp
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